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Combining MFA, LCA and optimization 
techniques to improve MSW management 
in Switzerland  
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Introduction 
MFA LCA optimization 
22.06.2016 Melanie Haupt 
• identification of 
possible treatment and 
recycling pathways 
• processes in place 
today 
• transfer coefficients of 
processes 
• LCA for all treatments 
and recycling 
processes: open- and 
closed-loop, in Switzer-
land or export; current 
and future 
• several impact 
categories are used, 
e.g. IPCC 2013, CExD, 
ReCiPe and Usetox 
• environmentally 
optimal Swiss waste 
management in 2012, 
2020, 2035 and 2050 
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 to facilitate the systematic identification of configurations 
that minimize the system-wide environmental impact  
 to explicitly reflect the system- and process-specific 
constraints imposed upon the optimal solutions 
 to analyse the conflicting environmental objectives  
 to systematically identify trade-offs  
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Why optimisation? (Vadenbo et al. 2014) 
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Why PET? 
 data availability  
 today a separate system 
 
Key figures 
 49’000 t (incl. residues) collected in 2012, 40’000 t 
recycled  
 collection rate: 85%, recycling rate 69% 
 blue/white: closed-loop recycling possible 
 brown/green: only open-loop recycling possible 
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Example subsystem: PET bottle recycling  
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MFA submitted for publication – if you wish further information, please contact me 
(haupt@ifu.baug.ethz.ch). 
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PET subsystem: MFA 
Transfer coefficients closed-loop recycling 
PET 
  PET, used, at consumer - 
  PET, mixed, at sorting facility - 
  PET, sorted, mixed colours - 
  PET, sorted, by colour -1 
  R-PET bottle grade 0.68 
  R-PET amorphous 0.19 
  residues 0.05 
  PE, sorted, at PET recycling 0.07 
  metals, sorted, at PET recycling 0.02 












































recycling of Fe 
scrap 
MSWI 
MSWI eff. class 
1 
MSWI eff. class 
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all mixed w/o 
PET 
foils 
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constraints: capacities today, but also future scenarios! 
activity levels of processes 
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technol y matrix 
LCA of processes 
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Example PET – Sample results 


































PET recycling 2012 PET recycling optimized
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Example PET – Sample results 
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 Combination of MFA, LCA and optimisation allows for 
system level perspective optimisation 
 
 Combination of STAN2, python and brightway2 and 
GAMS ensures maximum flexibility 
 
 PET case study: optimal treatment according to all 
indicators is closed-loop recycling. Technological and 
capacity restrictions apply. 
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Conclusions  
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